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About This Game
Mars – the future of mankind. Experience “Phase 1 – Exploration”, blast off on a journey into the unknown and solve the
mystery of Mars. Experience a fully-detailed mission to Mars. Land your rover on the red rocks of the fourth planet. Collect
rock samples and drill for more. Photograph the landscape and transmit the data back to Earth. Investigate mysterious artefacts
and discover if water or even life is hidden on Mars. Experience the breath-taking natural panorama of this fascinating planet.
Investigate - Investigate and discover exciting Martian landscapes, from canyons to caves to crater-strewn landscapes and the
mountains beyond. But protect yourself from the dangers of sandstorms and earthquakes.
Explore - You control the Mars rover; Use the robot arm, drill, seismograph and camera to investigate every nook and cranny
but make sure that your solar cells are soaking up enough sunlight.
Learn - You can read up on every aspect of Mars in the integrated Martian lexicon. All the key facts are at your fingertips and
you’ll be able to delve into the history of the study of the red planet. Learn from previous missions, both successful and failed
ones, and explore the potential home of our grandchildren!

Features:
· Authentically-detailed Mars rover with seven operational modes
· Martian lexicon with key facts and history
· Authentic Martian landscape
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· Extensive tutorial
· Varied exploration and research missions.
· Intuitive mouse and keyboard controls
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Title: MARS SIMULATOR - RED PLANET
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Stonehill Games
Publisher:
UniqueGames
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7SP1, 8, 8.1, 10
Processor: I5 min. 2.6 GHZ or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Radeon 6850 or better
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,German
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The game is short and sweet, not hard at all but still enjoyable. The puzzles are fun and going around and collecting objects you
need dosen't take away from the fun here. I'd recommend trying it since it's free.. Wow u guys rly
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed the game up... I think I ll try playing this next year :D
If dev smart enough, they will start paying attention to community.. Clint Eastwood reccomends this game.. useful to get if it's
75% off, yes you can buy the stuff in game but having it to hand is alot better :)
maxed out lock picking saves time, as for the arrows well you can buy them or just pop bck to your base and pick them up from
there.. I'm very mixed on this one. It's quite literally a very simple game. Cool idea but it tends to cause me to drone out and
start to lose my focus on playing. The price is a little high for something with low replay value & I really hate the fixed camera
angle. Got me killed several times. If it's on sale though, I say pick it up for an hour or two of an interesting concept. Think
temple run but you get to fight back as you run. Low 3 Out of 5 Matt faces.. won't play on my computer. Sucks. a monotonous
experience... :(. best thing ever created, 5\/5 would cop. Nice little puzzle game.. I really wanted to like and recommend this
game, but I simply can't do it. The graphics are good looking, there're some cool songs and sound effects, the overall gameplay
is acceptable, with some power-ups and everything and there's even a story as a background to keep you engaged. So, what's the
problem?
The random premise of the game, combined with some relentless conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to advance, turns
the experience that it was supposed to be fulfilling into something completely stressful. In other words, if you're expecting to
play something casual and relaxing, you're gonna be extremely disappointed.
If you'd like my advice, save your money, or better yet, save your time: Don't give this one a try.
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no good game no servers to play on...tryed to join the group 1 of them was private.... "Train Simulator: Great Western Main
Line Route Add-On" more like : Train Simulator: Great Western Main Line : Oxford to Paddington Add On! But good for the
Trains and liverys. Great game, over the years through the different versions it's got better and better.
Can't decide if you should buy it? Buy it.. Pro:
You can do a few interesting stunts.
Cons:
It's not clear what to do in this game or how to progress. Needs better in-game instructions.
No air whatsoever. Even when you learn how to get any air at all, it's meh at best.
Viking gimmik is all but unexploited.
Only positive reviews because developers harass and bully anyone who leaves a negative review.
It has one now, cause I don't give a crap and they can go to #&@*!. I have never played gwent separately or any similar type of
games, but I have liked to play gwent while playthrough The Witcher 3, and I was not disappointed that I bought the full gwent
game at all. Various possibilities of dealing with enemies and customising your desk add interest but even unexperienced card
player as myself by the middle of the game have started to go through all fights without problems, even though I played on hard
difficulty. Only one gameplay feature I didn't like at all, it is puzzles, but 90% of them are not necessary to solve, or if you want
to get some money and resources solve them via youtube, in case you struggle with solving them.
The story is very much interesting, especially for the readers of the Witcher books, the lines of the game and the book Baptism
of Fire intersect which give more interest for adepts of The Witcher lore.
The voice acting is exceptional. It's a very crucial part of the game and it is done very good.
If you liked The Witcher 1,2,3 and have read books that game is must buy.
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